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The rapid changes that humanity is undergoing are not foreign to our experience of mission. We are living through constant, profound,
rapid and universal changes that push us to
constantly rethink our way of interpreting the
signs of the times and our way of witnessing to
the love of Christ. To respond to these signs of
the times, which are also calls from God, is slower and more complicated. Identifying the
means necessary to move forward on the path
of pastoral and missionary action is not easy,
and certainly not automatic.
In this second year of the Pandemic, it has
become very clear to us that each of us, as
members of society, is inextricably linked to
the destiny of the human community. In this
context, the challenge of finding new ways of
proclaiming the Gospel is today a matter of
deep reflection in the Church and especially
among missionary communities, such as ours,
of which capacity for movement has been very
limited.
Mission is something that is understood in
practice, that is assumed when one has the capacity to place oneself in the midst of others as
someone who listens and is ready to build with
others.
Salvador Muñoz Ledo
Cover:
YAGMA, Marian Centre, Burkina Faso 2014
Photo: Salvador Muñoz Ledo

Burundian proverb: "The river is filled with small streams".
Meaning: Great victories are made up of small achievements.
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Missionaries, witnesses
of God's love
For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever
believes in him should not perish but have eternal life. John 3:16
On December 25, our eyes turn to the humble stable in Bethlehem
where Christ was born. On the feast of the Nativity, we contemplate the
love that the Father has for us in sending Jesus his son into the world. In
this Christmas season it is significant that this issue of the Petit Echo
offers us reflections on mission. Contemplation of the mystery of the
incarnation is a privileged moment to rediscover the ultimate meaning
of mission and we are reminded that it’s very dynamic is inscribed in
God who is love.

Superior General

Sanley Lubungo

The history of salvation has always been the unfolding of the
benevolent plan of a loving God who invites humanity and the world he
has created to a communion of life in him. Mission is primarily that of
God. He is the main actor. He alone saves and takes the initiative to go
out to meet the world he has created. Therefore, it is appropriate to
refocus our understanding and our mission experience always on him.
We know this well, yet we must continually ask ourselves if some of
our behaviour, fears, and preoccupations about mission do
not conceal a search for our
own interests.
With the sending of the Son
into the world by the Father,
mission becomes that of Jesus,
who reveals the very characteristics of this mission before it becomes that of the disciples. It is realized in the emptying of himself: ‘His state
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was divine, yet he did not cling to his equality with God but emptied
himself to assume the condition of a slave, and became as men are.’
(Phil 2:6-7). Jesus does not take up his mission as someone powerful
but as a tiny, fragile child. He enters the world to become one of us. He
is Emmanuel, God with us, who joins us and shares the sufferings of
our human journey. It is this Jesus who calls us to be missionaries and
who sends us just as the Father sent him (John 20:21).
To reflect on our missionary vocation, as we often do when speaking
of the mission of the Church, we spontaneously refer to the renowned
mandate at the end of the Gospel according to St. Matthew, where Jesus
instructs us to go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that he has commanded (Cf. Mt. 28:19-20).

Not a conquest, but an encounter and a testimony
While we believe and obey this command of Jesus, it would be
understandable if someone who was not favourable to Christianity
criticized and accused the Church and the mission it received from its
founder of having a conquering and expansionist tendency. We also
recognise that some state leaders have used the Church and its mission
of evangelization to extend their influence, and the Church in turn has
sometimes benefited from state favours to spread the Gospel and
establish a 'Christian civilization' to the detriment of the indigenous
values of the peoples to be evangelized. As pointed out by the Adventist
theologian Gabriel Monet, we understand that mission is not limited to
a mere physical sending, just as it is not appropriate to reduce
evangelization to the mere formal proclamation of the Gospel. It is a
holistic process involving an inner movement of faith that overflows
and moves outwards. It is worth considering together all of Jesus'
missionary exhortations. One of them invites us to be witnesses. Before
ascending to heaven, Jesus said to those disciples gathered around him:
"You will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you, and
you will be my witnesses..." (Acts1:8).
It is significant to note here that in the positive affirmation, that was
intended to be the summary of our identity at the 2016 Chapter, the ca580
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pitulants spoke of the mission for our Society in terms of encounter and
witness: "We are sent to the African world and wherever our charism is
called upon for a prophetic mission of encounter and witness to the
love of God." The emphasis on encounter and witness, two related
notions, is the result of the missionary experience of several confreres
over the years in Muslim countries as elsewhere.
Mission is not a conquest but an encounter that requires entering
into dialogue with respect for the other and his/her culture in which the
Spirit never ceases to act and sows the seeds of the gospel. As a
witness, mission is understood much more as a lifestyle, a way of
being. This calls for going beyond what could be a mere formal proclamation of the Gospel. This is in line with what our Constitutions and
Laws say when they ask us to be witnesses of the preferential love of
the Father for the least and the poor, by our actions, our words and our
lifestyle (see CL 19). Living the Pauline "all to all" disposes us to meet
the other by promoting in us an attitude of welcome, openness and
closeness which requires of us the persevering study of the languages
and customs of the people to whom we are sent. This is a way of living
the mission, proper, perhaps not exclusive, but dear to the Missionaries
of Africa.
A we approach the end of this year, Francis, Didier, Martin and
Ignatius join me in wishing you a happy feast of the Nativity. May the
Holy Spirit open our hearts to welcome the Word made flesh that
comes to live among us. May his grace accompany us in the Chapter in
the New Year. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2022!

Stanley Lubungo
Superior General
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Fr
Br
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Br
Fr

GIVES

ARCOS Luis
BAALADONG Anthony
BAHAGO Jonathan
BALAS Laurent
BALDERAS VEGA Erick
BERNARD Benoit
CASSIDY Peter Joseph
CURRAN William
DOCQ Philippe
KABUYA Daniel
KAMBEMBO Georges
KAMUNENGE Felix
KINUNDA Quinbert
LE MERRER Ange
NDAYIKENGURUKIYE O.
O’DONOGHUE John
OUEDRAOGO Joël
OUEDRAOGO Noé
PESCHEN Ludwig
POIRIER Jacques
ROTH Jean-Pierre
ROVELLI Alberto
SALLES Georges
SAWADOGO M. Adrien
SCHWILL Volker
SHAYO Erasto

PAC/RDC
GMG/Roma
SAP/Zmb
PEP/Fra
SAP/Moz
EPO/Jer
PEP/Irl
GhN/Gha
GMG/Roma
PEP/Fra
GhN/Nga
SAP/Zmb
SAP/Saf
PAO/Bfa
EPO/Eth
PEP/Irl
PAO/Bfa
SAP/Zmb
PAC/Bdi
AMS/Can
AMS/Mex
PAC/RDC
PAO/Mrt
EAP/Ken
PAC/RDC
SAP/Mwi

RECEIVES

PEP/Esp
PAO/Bfa
GhN/Gha
EPO/Jer
AMS/USA
PEP/Fra
SAP/Saf
AMS/USA
PEP/Bel
EAP/Tza
PAC/Rwa
GhN/Gha
EPO/Jer
PEP/Fra
PAC/RDC
SAP/Mwi
GhN/Gha
PAO/Bfa
PEP/Deu
PAO/Bfa
PEP/Sse
PEP/Ita
PEP/Fra
PEP/Fra
EAP/Ken
GhN/Nga

André-L. Simonart, General Secretary
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The meaning of mission
for me today

When I started my missionary life about thirty years ago, mission
for me was to announce the gospel in areas still hardly touched by the
good news of Jesus; I lived in a rural area in the Maniema and, with the
confreres, we visited the villages where there were small Christian
communities. This was typical of missionary work at that time, and it
determined the image we had of our missionary activity. Today, times
have changed, and many circumstances have transformed our mission:
the confreres are fewer in number, insecurity and terrorism seem to
dominate the scene, and our financial means appear to be increasingly
weak compared to our demands. This situation has pushed us to
establish ourselves, especially in large cities with more stability and
security. As a result, the image we give of the mission has been
transformed: amid the different ecclesiastical structures already present,
we propose a Christian presence that promotes justice, peace, fraternity
and dialogue.
I have asked myself many times: how does our MISSIONARY
Society differ from other religious congregations today? How does the
word "missionary", which is part of our official name and identity,
characterize us? Is it about abandoning our homeland to go elsewhere?
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Surely in part. Is it internationality? That, too, is one of the missionary
characteristics, but most congregations today are shaped in the same
way.
I think what defines us as missionaries is the proclamation of the
Gospel in places where it is not well known. Perhaps we should focus
more on the call of the bishops who ask for help from our Society
because they lack personnel in their dioceses and, as it happens, find
few volunteers among the various religious congregations. This is
especially true in the Muslim world and in many African countries
where we are already working. The mission challenges us to go to
where the Gospel is not proclaimed.
At the same time, the missionary explores new paths, not because he
is a very specialized theoretician, but because in going towards new
realities, he encounters new situations requiring answers. There are
examples in the history of the mission, beginning with St. Paul who
raised the question of the pagans; Matteo Ricci and the experience in
China; our confreres at the beginning of our Missionary Society with
the reintroduction of catechumenate, the use of local languages, the
valuing of the laity.
Today our Society of the Missionaries of Africa is facing some
internal problems: after a significant drop in personnel, we begin to see
the growing problem of its financial situation, and we try to respond to
it by concentrating on income generating projects (which seems to be
the most logical answer), but we must be careful not to fall into the trap
of being sedentary missionaries. Income generating projects require
follow-up, and therefore a sustained presence where they begin; we
need a balance between the financial necessities of funding and the
freedom to "go" elsewhere. Is this an impossible equation to solve?
Maybe, or maybe not, if we find a little more courage and accept to live
with fewer demands.

Giovanni Marchetti
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Mission today

Before speaking about the mission in the African world today, I will
describe the environment in which I exercise this mission of Christ, according to the vision of Cardinal Lavigerie, who wanted his missionaries
to evangelize, witness, dialogue, love, share and serve the African
world. The title 'Missionaries of Africa' means a lot to me. For it reveals
the richness of the Society, its charism and its mission. The dream, the
mission for Africa that the Cardinal had, is already blazing here in the
city of Goma (which means "drum") in a visible way. If the activities of
the first missionaries who came from various countries outside Africa
are bearing fruit here in Goma, it is because of their dedication and
sacrifice.
My name is Hembram Kanto; I am an Indian. I am a curate in
Katoyi, in the parish of Notre Dame d'Afrique, created in 1990. Notre
Dame d'Afrique parish is largely populated by the Nande ethnic group
from the great North Kivu. Other ethnic minorities are also present in
the parish, such as the Shi, Hutu, Nyanga and Hunde. Besides our
church, there are other protestant churches, revivalist churches, Muslims
and people who share the traditional faith and customs. Among them,
we find the rich, the poor and the miserable. Goma has become a centre
of refuge, where people migrate for different reasons: insecurity, war,
armed groups, to find work, health care, better education, natural
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disasters, access to humanitarian aid, clean water, or to conduct business
activities. They come full of hopes and aspirations; some succeed;
others simply become bankrupt.

Our mission in the parish
I believe that our presence here in Goma is exceptionally strategic:
as a Missionary of Africa parish, we do our best for these vulnerable
people, for the physically and mentally challenged, the prisoners, the
sick, the elderly, the displaced, the homeless, and those who need legal
assistance. These difficulties cause some people to live on the periphery:
they are limited and cannot enjoy life. For me, the periphery is even
here in the city where we carry out our mission. Our mission is to open
ourselves and welcome with joy, without barriers or distinctions, those
who live on the so-called periphery.
For me, today's mission is to appreciate, announce, seek and encourage
what is best in others, to create friendship and unity so that all can love
and live together as children of the same father and mother. Indeed,
mission for me today is to create a spirit of unity and cohesion beyond

Kanto, visiting a family in Katoyi
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our differences of religion, ethnicity, race, culture: a just and peaceful
society. It is for this reason that we give our lives, and in the name of
Christ, dedicate ourselves to building a better world so that the children
of Africa may worship the true God of truth [Jn 4:23].
There are lots of good things hidden in the different religions,
ethnicities and cultures. I believe that a missionary is a good man, a
man of God. He seeks the truth, justice and promotes all human values.
He seeks in others what he himself possesses, the best. Like Jesus, who
was able to appreciate the Good Samaritan, who acts in times of need,
out of love for his neighbour and the service of others without distinction
of religion or ethnicity [Lk 10:25-37]. For me, a missionary is simply a
Good Samaritan.

Continuing the mission through the parishes
I would like us to continue this mission through the parishes we
have. For me, the parish means a lot. I am always fascinated by the
work of the missionaries who continue to serve people through the
parishes. Thanks to the parish, we are more effective in our mission for
the African world today. Parishes are, for me, a place of worship, of
free expression; a place of meeting and dialogue, a place of charity and
service, a place of peace, of unity; a place for entertainment, education,
and for exchanging experiences. From my point of view, to accomplish
its mission, a parish must have certain conditions like those I have just
mentioned. I understand how powerful a mission we have as followers
of Christ; it is the mission we have today as children of Lavigerie for
the African world.
As a Society, we have a lot of good things to offer. The world has
changed rapidly for the better and the worse; all it takes is a touch on
the screen and with the new technology we have the world in front of
us. We can also easily get lost in this chaotic world; then, our mission
and Lavigerie's vision are buried in the tomb. The world may not seem
to need us; our mission may not seem to have any impact in today's
world. But I believe that as followers of Christ, as missionaries to the
African world, we have much good to offer to today's generation. All
we need is a loving heart, a prayerful spirit and a passion for the
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African world. We only have to be like wise children of Lavigerie, read
the signs of the times and bring out the best for the African world today.
The internationality and the interculturality that we live are strong
signs that can serve as examples for the African world and invite it to
live unity in diversity. We know that there are differences between
cultures, tribes and ethnic groups and that these differences can either
create disaster or enrich society. Our presence is a testimony that it is
possible to live together and build a wonderful world. We must continue
to perpetuate Lavigerie's vision by adapting it to the current context.

Kanto Hembram

Church of Our Lady of Africa in Katoyi, Goma.
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The guideline and reference
point for all our missionary
our missionary efforts.

Last week, the Episcopal Justice and Peace Commission organized a
formation meeting at the Centre of Nazare. It gathered the representatives
of the Justice and Peace Commissions of the 4 dioceses composing the
Archdiocese of Beira. The issue to be addressed was land grabbing and
expropriation by mainly foreign investors with the connivance of local
authorities at all levels. At the Commission, we try always to base our
advocacy on law. On this particular matter, we were challenged by
article 109 of the Constitution of the Republic of Mozambique. Its first
clause states that all the land belongs to the State. Then it stipulates that
land can neither be sold, barted, mortgaged nor alienated. It should be
accessible for all as a means for achieving economic well-being for all.
The problem of the matter is that, when an investor wants a junk of
land (sometimes going up to 300.000 hectares) he pays some money to
local authorities. The latter go to the populations of entire villages and
tell them that, according to law all the land belongs to the State. And
now the State needs the land on which they live. If the local populations
show a bit of resistance, the State’s security apparatus – police – shows
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its presence. Then the local populations move out to give way to the investor.
But, in most of these cases, no one has dared to ask what does the
“State” mean anyway? The answer to this question is very revealing.
The definition of the state stipulates 3 constitutive elements: territory
(land), a people and an established legitimate authority. However, as far
as the land issue is concerned, it is only the last element that is evoked:
the government authority. And this has been the prevalent operational
definition of the state: understood unilaterally as referring only to those
in power.

My experience of the Chapter
This true story came to my mind as I was asked to share about my
experience of the Chapter. I must confess that, during my 10 years as a
Missionary of Africa I have had little contact with the chapter documents.
I heard about the Chapter when the punctual events of Post-cap and
Pre-cap meetings are mentioned. Those events remain confined to a
kind of “elite” elected and selected. Even when there are questions to
be prepared, I feel that not so much importance is given to them. They
are often sent to individual confreres’ inboxes. Each one replies at his
own rhythm and someone does the compilation to send to higher
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echelons.
It also seems to me that, I stand to be corrected on this point, when
the chapter is evoked what comes to mind of many is the election of the
Superior General and his counsel and the subsequent appointments of
provincials and the corollary authorities. Yet, article 157 of our
Constitutions and Laws states: “The General Chapter is the highest
authority in the Society for all its spiritual and material interests. It is
convened by the Superior General”. I wonder if the second sentence of
the clause does not bring about a confusion of interpretation and understanding as in case of the article 109 of the Mozambican constitution. I
wonder how many confreres, if asked to draw the pyramid of power in
our Society would begin with the General Chapter or with the Superior
General? How does this understanding determines and impact on the
way we do Mission?
I wish to see article 157 of our Constitutions and Laws lead all the
dynamics of the forthcoming 29th Chapter in its pre and post events.
Accordingly, let the Chapter be the matrix of our mission in all its
facets for the 6 years thereafter. Let it be the livestream and the
reference point for all our missionary endeavours.

Jean de Dieu Bukuru
(Beira, 6th October 2021)
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Looking to the future

My name is Georges SALLES. I am French. I was ordained a priest
on June 29, 1969, and I celebrated my 50th anniversary of priesthood
on June 29, 2019, in the church of my small village, where I was
baptized, confirmed and ordained a priest. That same year, 2019, the
Missionaries of Africa celebrated the 150th anniversary of their
foundation, and I am pretty proud to have accompanied the Society for
a third of its missionary life!
During these 50 years, I have worked in Africa, Europe and North
America, at the regular rhythm of 6-year terms. And I finished my last
mandate in Africa this year.
This is the first point I would like to underline. Changing posts
(countries, continents) is not always pleasant. Living for six years in
the same place means that you have become used to it, made friends,
enjoyed the work, the encounters, you were ready to continue, and then
you have to leave, to start again somewhere else. We all know that
these changes are necessary because of the evolution of the mission and
the numerous demands. Our superiors understand where we can serve
better than we do. It is up to us to continue to want to serve. If I had to
give one piece of advice to our young people, I would tell them to
develop the virtue of obedience with joy and humour.
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As far as I am concerned, most of these appointments led me to
teaching, first in the diocesan minor seminary, then in the major
seminary, and finally in our first cycle formation house in Ouagadougou,
not counting some religious institutes. I loved this work. I loved my
pupils and students, and I confess that I would have gladly continued...
Teaching is not only about transmitting knowledge, but it is also
about giving all these young people a solid formation, and perhaps the
desire, to serve one day in their turn. This implies a fundamental
missionary attitude: that of wanting to make a friend known to another
friend in other words, to bring them together so they might meet and
allowing a new relationship of friendship to be born -not necessarily in
the same manner as one’s own.
From that point on, we must know how to withdraw and hand over
to others, to the local clergy, the task of continuing the work already
started. I often think of the prophecy of Cardinal Lavigerie: Africa will
be evangelized by Africans who have become Christians and apostles.
How true this prophecy has proven to be! That does not mean that we
are condemned to unemployment! The mission continues elsewhere, in
less favoured places (countries), towards the "periphery", as Pope
Francis puts it. There, the virtue to develop will be humility: knowing
how to leave one's work to others, and generosity: going elsewhere
with the same zeal and joy.

My experience in Mauritania
Several other appointments brought me into contact with Islam, and
the last one led me to live in Mauritania, an Islamic country. I must say
that this is an exception because Mauritania has never welcomed the
communities of Missionaries of Africa. I owe this appointment to the
climate of the Cape Blanc peninsula, with the "complicity" of the
provincial and the local bishop (a M.Afr.), and I form a team with two
Spiritan missionaries.
I am not a specialist in Christian-Muslim dialogue, far from it! But I
notice that our activities for underprivileged populations constitute a
stronger testimony than any speech. For example, the training sessions
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that we provide, initially intended for migrants, are now attended by
90% of Mauritanians. A primary school head teacher once told me,
when he saw all the activities of the Catholic Church at the service of
the predominantly Muslim population: "To do what you do, you must
be of a good religion”.
To develop a spirit of openness, respect, friendship, and at the same
time, remain firm and joyful in our faith is a beautiful testimony of life
and could be one of these "peripheries" for the mission of Missionaries
of Africa.
Finally, Nouadhibou being a port, with boats and fishing boats,
many migrants from all the countries south of the Sahara meet here in
view of a possible departure to Morocco or to the Canary Islands, with
all the calamities that we know. Nowadays, there are fewer departures
(because they are more closely monitored!). Many try to find an
occupation, especially fishing, to earn a little money to send to their
families. Among them, the Christians are those who form our Christian
community.
These young people, sometimes very young, encounter a whole lot
of difficulties; some of them come to us completely exhausted, frustrated
and humiliated. In this case, it is important to know how to welcome,
listen, not judge, and then give advice, direct them to organizations that
can help, and restore their confidence. However, we do not fail to point
out that joining Europe is not necessarily the best solution.
In conclusion, I dare to "look at the future with confidence", and I
would say that the Missionaries of Africa still have "work to do".

Georges Salles
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Our charism and mission, a
journey in the periphery

On April 16, 1878, Cardinal Lavigerie addressed these words to the
confreres of the first caravan: "My dear Children, you are thus going to
leave for good for your distant and sacred destination... Tanganika.
May Our Lord grant you the grace to win countless souls for him
among these deprived Africans " (Instructions to the Missionaries, p.
77). He sent them from Algiers across the Sahara and to Central Africa.
The essentials of our mission can be found in these words:
1.

We are sent into community.

2.

To the peripheries

3.

For evangelization

4.

In the African World

5.

With the grace and presence of Christ.

There was no talk of the peripheries in the Cardinal's time, but it was
on the peripheries that we lived the mission from the beginning. Very
often, on the peripheries imposed by the people who received us. Our
elders told us how the local authorities, to get rid of them, sent them to
settle on the "cursed hill" or to the homes of people they considered to
be in their peripheries. These locally imposed "peripheries" are known
in almost every country in Africa.
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Eventually, the evangelization bore fruit, and the "cursed hills"
became highly sought-after centres. They were no longer considered
peripheries. Our communities then questioned themselves on the charism
and spirit of our Society and discovered other peripheries for evangelization.
Here are some examples.

Some examples
A confrere was appointed director of the Justice and Peace Commission
of a diocese. At first, he performed all the work of the Commission:
secretariat, publications, courses on Justice and Peace, etc. But he soon
discovered another periphery. Farmers were invading the land of some
peasants from elsewhere. Since time immemorial, these people and
their ancestors had lived, built their houses, and planted trees on this
land. The farmers arrived and settled on their land. This situation
became like a periphery for the community and the Justice and Peace
Commission, which committed itself to a new pastoral action with the
farmers.
Another community lived in a large parish with many Christians.
One of the pastoral activities was visiting the sick. The people mainly
lived in compounds far from each other and the outstations of the
church. One day a confrere visited a sick person in one of these condominiums. The sick man told him about other sick people and other
Christians in the condominium. The confrere visited several families
that day. Practically no one in the community knew about these condominiums or the Christians who lived there. The Parish Council formed
a team (guitarist, singers, readers, with a megaphone etc.), and one
evening they went to the front of the condominium to sing church
songs, read gospel passages and prayers etc. Gradually, they saw the
windows open and people applauding. It was announced that they
would come back the following week. The next week Christians and
non-Christians were waiting for them. The same meeting was repeated
in other places (17) with the same result. It was a periphery where a
new evangelization began.
Another White Father community lived in a very well organized
parish: liturgy, pastoral work, catechesis, conferences, meetings, etc.
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Everyone was happy. It was the Center. One of the confreres, returning
from a visit to the sick, identified two families with a physically
challenged child each. He had been told that there were many families
in the parish in the same situation. The Parish Council investigated and
found 73 families with physically challenged children, well cared for
by their parents, but without any help from the parish or the government.
It was as if the children were hidden, depending only on their parents.
It was a periphery, and the confreres started a new pastoral activity
there.
Another community was involved in the family apostolate. Everything
was well organized: meetings for couples, outings, marriage preparation
for young people, etc. Christmas Hampers were prepared by the couples
of the family apostolate for some poor families. A few days before
Christmas, these poor families moved to the country's interior, and the
question was what to do with the Christmas Hampers. A confrere
suggested that the couples go to a small slum, located less than 200 m
from their home. The confrere spoke with some of the families in the
slum and they agreed to receive the couples from the family ministry
who had organized a barbecue. These couples, who did not know that
this slum existed, then discovered other small slums. It was a periphery
where a new pastoral ministry began.
It is important to be attentive to developments that are signs of the
peripheries.
I am sure that other confreres have many other examples because
going to the new peripheries is our way of living the mission. The last
General Chapter says: "Through our teams working in witnessing communities, Christ sends us to share the joy of his Good News with our
sisters and brothers who live at the geographical and existential
peripheries" (Capitular Acts, p. 4); "The existential periphery is a
criterion in choosing our apostolic insertions and our community
project" (Capitular Acts, p. 36).

Odilo Cougil Gil
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To be a missionary of Africa
is to consecrate oneself to
Christ and His mission.

To be a missionary of Africa is to consecrate oneself to Christ and
His mission. To consecrate oneself to Christ means to surrender my
will to Christ. This self-surrender is the result of being conscious of
being called by Christ to himself and for his mission. The fact that
Christ has called me first and foremost to himself, that is to be with him
and establish a personal relationship with him, and second, he entrusted
me with his mission, this vocational awareness reminds me that if I am
to be an authentic missionary, I need first to center my life in the person
of Jesus. It is Christ himself who teaches me about his mission. After
knowing the essence of Christ’s mission, my personal responsibility is
to discern on how to respond to his mission as a missionary of Africa in
the context of the postmodern world.
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because he has anointed me to
bring glad tidings to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim liberty to
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captives and recovery of sight to the blind and to let the oppressed go
free, and to proclaim the year acceptable to the Lord (Lk 4:18-19).
Here Luke summed up the core of the mission of Christ, which is
our mission as missionaries of Africa. In this mission we see the poor,
the marginalized, those in the peripheries have the central position in
the mission of Christ. The poor and the marginalized can never be
excluded from our mission. Our Charism is the means through which
we identify ourselves as missionaries of Africa. To respond to Christ’s
mission as missionaries of Africa entails to use our Charism as a means
of proclaiming the mission of Christ.
Community life is the basic tool for living together as members of
the Society of Missionaries of Africa, who have been called by Christ
to spread his gospel, first to those who have not yet heard of the good
news. We live together, pray together, and support each other for the
mission. If our community life does not empower us to go out for
pastoral work, then a missionary dimension of living together is lacking.
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Genuine community life can be a great witness of the Mission of
Christ. As Christ, calls missionaries to himself and sends them as a
team, olso intends those he called to be united with him and to be one
with each other. Unity is a powerful witness of the Gospel of Christ
(John 17:21).

An asset: our community life
Authentic intercultural and interracial community living reveal to
those we are sent, the universal nature of the love of God. Living
together is not enough to reveal the love of God for all. We need the
spirit of Lord to prevail in our communities. The Holy Spirit will cast
away the attitudes of divisions among us as we live together in communities. The attitude of “we against them” will never be traced with our
communities. You will never hear from confreres, words such as “those
young confreres...those old confreres” those African confreres, those,
European, or American confreres, those Congolese, those Burkinabe,
those Nigerians etc.
Authentic community living guided by the Spirit of the Lord will
enable us to perceive each other from the foundation of our missionary
vocation. We will see each other simply as missionaries called by
Christ not only to be united but to be one with Him and with one
another.
We are to defend and respect each other and not gossip against each
other. Confreres who happen to have challenges of any sort need our
support and love more than those who appear to be okay.
Primary evangelization and new evangelization should continue to
be our priorities as missionaries of Africa because Christ needs not only
to be known but also to be lived. Primary evangelization introduces
Jesus to those who have not yet known Him. New Evangelization
reminds those who have known Jesus that they are called to be another
Christ in their own specific contexts.
The Spirit of dialogue and encounter with others is the way of doing
mission in the postmodern world. Most people do not like to be told or
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instructed, but rather people like to be listened to with an attitude of
humility which opens two parties to learn from each other.
I think the spirit of dialogue and encounter should not be limited at the
level of interreligious dialogue but should embrace our whole way of
living as missionaries of Africa. We are to dialogue and encounter with
the laity, the local clergy, the local bishops etc. We are to meet all with
an open mind and heart.
There are other congregations who share the same charism as ours.
In this case we need to adapt an attitude of collaboration and not competition. If they are not against us, they are for us. The colonial times of
missionaries competing against each other for the salvation of souls is
over.
A missionary is basically a man of faith in God who has fallen in
love with Jesus Christ. Out of his love for Jesus a missionary is moved
to go beyond himself and his country to spread the love of Christ to
those who have not yet been touched by the love of God revealed to us
through his Son Jesus. As missionaries of Africa, we should identify
ourselves as, Men of God, Men of community life and Men of apostolic
action. Formation of our future missionaries is essential. Let us invest
in formation for faith, for human and apostolic formation. This will
bring forth missionaries with zeal for spreading the Gospel. An authentic
missionary of Africa is the one who is motivated by the desire to be an
apostle, and nothing but an apostle

Mrosso Bartholomew
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Re-living Moto-Moto Mission

In 2003 for the first time I left my native country and went to
Zambia for the Spiritual Year. The first new word I learned and heard
was MOTO MOTO. The meaning and the mystery of that word MOTO
MOTO was unfolded to me slowly by the older confreres. The word
MOTO MOTO which I learned and heard became much clearer when I
visited the MOTO MOTO Museum in Mbala, Zambia. The museum is
self-explanatory.
What then is the meaning of Mission for me today? My vision of
Mission is to live the mission as Moto-Moto did, it is RELIVING
MOTO – MOTO’S MISSION. Here below I like to share a few points
of my vision of mission.

My personal vision of mission:
The salt and light principle.
It was a special missionary gift which led our founder to Africa, in
the first place to play a leading role in the extra ordinary events of the
founding of the Church in Africa. Every missionary is called by God to
influence positively the world around them. We the missionaries of
Africa are called to exert such influence wherever we work, like salt
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Léo Lawrence and Martin Grenier meet the local population.

and light. Mission is to share in the vision of our founder who preached
Jesus Christ. The power of our mission with its vision springs forth
from the historical events of the life and ministry of Jesus and that is
why mission according to me in our Society is not some personal
agenda.
The salt and light principle is the movement of mission par excellence
as I discovered reading Moto- Moto’s diary. Bishop Joseph Dupont
applied the salt and light principle when living among people. Both
salt and light have qualities which affect things around them. Salt is
used to enhance flavour and as a preservative. To be salt means one deliberately seeks to exert influence on the life of people by showing
them Christ’s unconditional love through good deeds.
Light is a symbol used to mean awareness, knowledge and understanding. As I write this article here in India we are celebrating the feast
of Diwali (feast of light). Diwali is heralded as the triumph of good
over evil. To be light means to be a witness to others concerning the
truth of God’s word. We, the young missionaries of Africa, are once
again to opt deliberaty to live by the salt and Light principle for the
sake of mission.
The missionary vision is represented by the two apostolic pillars of
the Church which may be applied also to our little Society, namely St.
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Peter and St. Paul. One represents the structural or organizational
dimension of the church and the other represents the visionary dimension
of the church (S.M. Michalel, Challenges to Christian mission). My
conviction leans towards the visionary dimension of mission to witness
Christ by doing not extraordinary things but ordinary things that give
the flavour of Christ like salt so that Christians may perceive His light.
Reflection on the questions for the Pre-Capitular Assemblies of
Provinces indicate well that certain young Missionaries of Africa lack
the salt and light principle, meaning to say that there is not much zeal
for mission like in Bishop Moto Moto’s time. We are all invited to
relive Moto-Moto’s Mission today.

My personal vision of mission:
with Christ ever faithful to Africa.
“With Christ ever Faithful to Africa” is the mission and the vision
theme of the 150th anniversary celebration of the foundation of our
society. As may be read in the memorial book on page 226, the Holy
Father has instructed us with the following message: “May your consecration, your ministry be able to manifest concretely – in your
fraternal life and in your various commitments – the faithfulness of
God’s love and his closeness, to sow hope in the hearts of all those who
are wounded, tired, discouraged, an often feel abandoned…”. This
vision of mission I ought to actualize in my priestly ministry as a
member of our Society.
“To be ever faithful to Africa” – Meaning no subtraction of her
Dignity.
Africa is endowed with dignity and beauty. Her dignity and beauty
must stand always like an evergreen tree because it is not by chance but
there is the hand of triune God in making Africa beautiful and crowning
it with dignity. One of the great theologians, Fr. Amalados, speaks of
Mission as mystery, its origin being found in the Triune God. God is the
living one and it is his desire to share his life which is the real
foundation of Mission. Therefore, my missionary commitment is to
preserve and restore the dignity and beauty of Africa. How and in what
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ways? Below I illustrate two points.
A. Spirituality lived within the cultural context of People.
“Culture describes how people live, the shape of their daily lives,
their worlds of meaning, communication, symbol, ritual and more it is
concerned with the spiritual, ethical and intellectual significances of
the material world (Anthony J. Gittins). Shaping oneself and living the
culture of the people to whom I am sent is the way that I am dignifying
Africa and the way I am faithful to Africa. The spirituality of leaving
one’s culture in order to embrace that of another one is a truly lived and
vibrant spirituality. Because one has left behind country, people and
culture like Abraham our father in faith to embrace something new for
the sake of Christ. One has to live faithfully and with commitment the
culture one embraces in Africa.
When business people from Asia living in Africa meet, apart from
their business talk they also talk about people and culture. Very often
their talks are very negative towards African culture, money making is
being important for them and not the people and their culture. This is
degrading the dignity of Africa. Many of the religious sisters, brothers
and priests also have such mentality, I am afraid to say. Many of the
world’s best graded photographers forget to take the photos of natural
beauty but take the picture of misery and make propaganda to make
money; I believe such gesture is degrading the dignity of Africa.

John Pierre Roth, rice beer tasting in the village - Culture witness
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At my personal level I have to maintain the spirit of missionary zeal.
I do not have to be revolutionary in this matter. I have to cherish the
noble actions of the Missionaries of Africa from the time of MOTO
MOTO, who worked day and night to uplift the dignity of Africa
wherever they went.
B. “To be ever faithful to Africa” - Avoid the culture of whoknows-who”.
In April this year at the level of our Society a meeting on line took
place of the rectors. In the meeting confreres dared to speak out of the
evil that exist perhaps in our Society: Avoid the culture of ‘who-knowswho’ and favouritism at the level of our Society”. Such culture blurs
our common vision of mission. Our intercultural living is a faith based
life style prompted by the Holy Spirit; the above mentioned ‘whoknows-who’ culture will undermine the vision of our founder and our
own personal vision too. Our chosen leaders of the Society at section
level, at province level and at Society level must pay attention to the
multi-cultural reality of our Society. The culture of who-knows-who
and that of lobbying will divide our little Society like the upper class,
lower class and untouchables system that exist in India. For the sake of
Christ intercultural living should be the focus of our life and this is my
vision.

Filiyanus Ekka
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My missionary experience
Nayarit, Mexico

From 20th December to 23 December 2020, with a group of 11
youths from the Archdiocese of Guadalajara, we decided to have a
missionary experience in a remote area of Nayarit. Upon reaching
Nayar, we were welcomed by Father Hans, who in the past was a
student of the Missionaries of Africa (White Fathers). I knew him very
well because in 2009 we were together doing a two year missionary experience in Mali (West Africa). Currently he is a diocesan priest of the
prelature of Nayarit. As we were a big group we divided ourselves in
two groups: one group went with a seminarian and another one with
father Hans and I. Nayarit is a very interesting mission area: it is
typically an area of primary evangelization (areas where faith is not yet
rooted and all is at the planting stage). The area still needs diocesan
priests and many religious congregations. Of now there is one priest
and 4 seminarians in formation originally from Nayer.
During our stay in Nayarit, we visited many far away communities
by boat because that is the only means of suitable transport. In all these
places there is no mobile network and it’s completely difficult to be
connected to the world. For long periods of time many communities
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will not see a priest, some even have never heard of Jesus, no catechism;
many communities don’t have chapels, and in some place we found
only family members of 10 to 20 people forming a family church (outstation).

A missionary experience
The youth coming from Guadalajara, where Churches are full on
Sundays and with many Masses, were extremely shocked to see that in
some areas there was no Church. In this, they learned to appreciate that
they are blessed and that those who have the chance of being Christians
need to develop a missionary spirit; that is to say going out to new
places, countries, continents and share their faith to the whole human
family (the entire world). Access to the Christian communities in
Nayarit is very difficult; most of them are separated from one another;
there are no good roads and in some places there is no clean water, electricity, schools etc. Introducing the youth to this experience was for
them a new discovery and a call for them to think globally, that is to
say, to think of the realities of the entire world rather than their own
places.

Emmanuel with the youth of Guadalajara
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On the road to the small christian communities

During our 4 day missionary journey, we shared our Christmas gifts
with children and adults and also our faith. In every community we
visited, before doing anything we started by giving a small instruction
on the sense of Christmas. In communities where there are Christians I
spent some time giving the sacrament of reconciliation and celebrating
Masses for them. After Mass, we had time to interact with people and
teach them some African songs and other appropriate games and plays.
Our aim was to animate communities and share with them the joy of
Christmas. Indeed, through the Word of God, dances, games, many
communities were left in joy and gratitude. It is sad to note that due to
shortages of priests in Nayar, many communities spend many months
without seeing a priest; our visit was indeed highly appreciated and
many people felt that we had honored them.
Every day our programme started as early as six clock in the
morning. We tried as much as we could to meet the communities in the
morning hours. In all these communities we were well received, we
saw the misery of the people; we saw the joy of the people despite their
being at furthest end of the country. As communities sent by the Lord to
proclaim the joy of Christmas, every evening we were meeting to share
the experience of the day: our joys and sorrows and we ended our day
with a prayer and a thanksgiving song. Then we all went to the school
block where we were spending our night.
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Many communities we visited depended either on fishing or animal
rearing for survival. The majority of the people live in absolute poverty
with no electricity nor good roads connecting them to towns. The
education sector seems also not to be well developed in these areas.
The nearby trading Centre where these communities come to buy
things is Aguapan or Nayar. In Aguapan, there a lot of boats linking up
those communities; without boats it’s extremely difficult to access
communities located by the river.
We came back happy after having encountered Jesus in the persons
we met and also having shared our faith with the people. We hope to
continue doing such kinds of missionary experiences. Our experience
was so interesting. We proclaimed the gospel both in deed and act. Our
mission statement is to: “Go into the entire world and proclaim the
gospel to the whole creation” Mk 16, 15)

Emmanuel Barongo
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We dream of a
"Communication
Department"

Six years ago, I finished a three-month Bible Session in Jerusalem
before moving to my new appointment at the Generalate as webmaster.
I was to be with the previous Council for a few months, before attending
the 2016 General Chapter as an observer and serving the new Council
until now. Richard Baawobr was very aware of the rapid evolution of
communication and often spoke of "web 2.0"... or "participatory web".
Clearly, our Society had to evolve in this direction.
The youngest among us were already communicating with each
other through social networks to the point that even email was quickly
going out of fashion in favour of WhatsApp, Messenger and other
instant messaging. As for the website, they preferred Facebook or Instagram, thus becoming the publishers of their own news. The evolution
among the younger confreres got out of hand, leaving the older and
more legal-minded "kwenye mataa" (a Swahili expression referring to
drivers who get scratched at red lights by roadside fangios)... with the
result that the international site, and perhaps even the Petit Echo, which
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suffers from postal slowness, became increasingly obsolete as the
official organs for announcing news, since this had already gone around
the world via WhatsApp. At the same time, the highly professional production of online news was increasing dramatically in all areas, including
religious ones, making the competition very complicated.
My predecessor had built an attractive international site but it was
based on technology that was now outdated. So I had to learn the new
techniques, without getting too far into professional solutions for
obvious budgetary reasons.
Like most White Father missionaries, I was not prepared for this job.
I quickly discovered that the function of webmaster hid, in reality,
many others: that of IT specialist, graphic designer, journalist, and
above all "communicator" (How to communicate what needs communicating?). During these six years, I have been learning about some
of these functions myself, while trying to motivate decision-makers to
give more weight and means to communication in our small society.
Google's Workspace offer (free for non-profits) allowed us to create
a unified system of structured email addresses which, in themselves,
give visibility to our Society. The offer also included a significant
amount of storage space in the cloud, as well as numerous collaborative
tools, which I tried to introduce to the most receptive among us. The
'Meet' platform, for example, has enabled us to continue to meet
virtually at a time when the pandemic has greatly reduced our mobility.
Today, other similar platforms sometimes offer more functionalities,
for example Zoom Business, which now allows us to host translators
and record conferences, which we cannot do with our Meet platform.
Here in Rome, the Council room was equipped just in time before the
lockdown began to allow the Superior General and his Councillors to
continue to manage the Society remotely.
One of the highlights of my mandate was the communication session
organised in 2018 with a group of representatives from each province.
The objectives were to make us aware of the importance of communication,
to evaluate the quality of communication in our Society, to propose
short and long term solutions to improve it, and to initiate a network of
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communicators starting from the sectors and going up through the
provinces to the Generalate. Two years later, I planned to travel to some
provinces in Africa to try to motivate and train a majority of young
confreres in some communication techniques, especially using what
they all have, a mobile phone. Indeed, with a little training and some
free software, an average mobile phone can produce very nice photos
and even quality videos. But to make matters worse, the Coronavirus
pandemic, as well as some health problems, prevented me from carrying
out this project.
In a few days I will leave Rome for a new appointment. My
successor arrived six months ago. His name is Salvador Muñoz Ledo,
alias Chava, who comes to us from Mexico. His task will be very heavy
because he is also taking over the publication of the Petit Echo. Initially,
another young confrere was supposed to work with him, but the training
options became complicated and he was finally enrolled at the Gregorian
for at least three years of study before he can be available for communication.
Salvador and I share much the same vision. We dream of a "Communication Department" where several confreres with different talents
could really promote good communication at all levels of the Society,
produce the different communication platforms, internal and external,
provide the necessary training not to a few initiates, but to the majority
of our young confreres because Communication (2.0), more than ever,
is at the heart of all our activities.
It remains for me to wish Salvador courage and patience and to take
leave of you. Thank you to all those who have collaborated and
encouraged me. I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a COVID-free
2022. Take good care of yourselves.

Philippe Docq
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Family Reminisces

The mission that has been entrusted to me is to continue with the
publication of the Petit Écho. I started reading the first issues in order to
imbue myself with the spirit of this magazine, so dear to us all. The
words of the Secretary General, Louis Burlaton, in the first issue of
Petit Écho, published in December 1912, clearly define its objectives:
"That from time to time Missionaries be sent some news about the
Society... To contribute towards preserving the family spirit which has
animated us up to now". It is indeed a magazine at the service of
mission and missionaries, so it is not surprising to find columns such as
family reminisces, news in brief, news from outside etc.
It is interesting to see how the family spirit referred to by Burlaton is
expressed through the sharing of advice and certain tips, some of which
were found in various publications of the time, and others learned on
the ground in the missions: how to extract banana oil and isolate the
product that gives them such a distinctive aroma; the radical cure for
bilious haematuria fever; books best suited for reading during meals.
The sharing went beyond strengthening the practical life and mission
of the confreres. It was more profound: "When war broke out in August,
our venerated Superiors, not knowing what the consequences would be
on our Society, thought it wise to suspend the publication of the Petit
Echo. However, the decision was reversed because it was observed that
communication was fairly regular with most of our houses… The Petit
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Echo will continue to publish the news from our various houses while
reserving a large section for the letters of confreres who had been
called up to serve in the military. They needed so much help in their
great trials and life of faith, abnegation and devotion" (PE n° 21, L.
Burlaton, 1914). If the mission needed to be pursued and cared for, our
confreres' daily life and life of faith were even more important. A new
section was born: "News from those serving in the military". In this
section are testimonies that speak of how, despite the war, our confreres
continued to live their mission fully.

The example of our elders
In 1915, several of our confreres were mentioned in dispatches and I
quote: "outstanding moral qualities, calm bravery and total selfsacrifice".
In the letter sent to Father Malet on May 8, 1915, by Brother "D" (so
named in the Petit Écho for discretion), we read: "The bombardments of
the enemy artillery became more intense, and our losses were also
quite severe. All this reduces correspondence or even suppresses it, but
be assured, Reverend Father, that your children are doing their duty,
that is, the will of God. Today a giant shell fell two meters from my
modest shelter. No scratch: The Blessed Virgin watches over her
missionaries. But the reason for my joy is not there; it is to be able to
lead souls to Our Lord.”
Letter from Brother "A", a French sergeant in the Chasseurs Alpins:
"As I have already said, one should not think of receiving the sacraments
here. I have not seen a church for almost two months, and this could
last for some time. Despite this deprivation, I try to keep my spiritual
life intact; every day, when I have time, I recite my rosary and read the
Holy Scriptures and the Imitation. I also try not to become too rough
and to care as best as I can for the wounded Germans who fall into our
hands. The good Lord continues to protect me. Last Sunday, I received
a German bullet in the area of the heart on my way to the trenches. It
got stuck between the jersey and the shirt. It must have gone through a
tree because I was within range.
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As always from the supernatural point of view, it is much more
profitable than being in reserve. This increase is partly due to the
danger and the nature of my work: it is difficult to care for and console
the suffering members of Jesus Christ without thinking of Him who
wanted to be broken like them and for them. However, I will be delighted
if allowed to go down to the valley for a while, see the Good Lord in his
home, and receive him in my poor heart. I always remain faithful, as far
as possible, to all my pious exercises, and I try to live in a more and
more intimate union with those confreres in my class who will soon
become priests of Jesus Christ. If I have to die, I will be pleased if it
happens on the day of their ordination, and I shall offer my life to the
Good Lord so that He may bless their ministry."
It is impossible not to be moved by this testimony of faith and
fraternity. Could this not be a possible definition of mission, this desire
to offer one's life so that the ministry of our confreres may be blessed?
Is mission not a way of life rather than a task to be accomplished? Are
not the moral qualities, the strength of quiet courage and complete selfsacrifice the roots that have allowed our little Society to be what it is
today?

And what about today?
Times have of course changed. We are called to live in completely
different situations. Does consecrated community life have any relevance
in a desacralised world? Do the projects we manage respond to the
needs of our times? I do not have the answer to all these questions, but
I am certain that we are the descendants of a family of which the foundations are future-oriented.

Salvador Muñoz Ledo
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Pope Francis, La Prière. Un guide complet, Editions Emmanuel 2021, 224 pages,
15 €
Pope Francis chose "Prayer" as the
central theme of his weekly Wednesday
catechesis from March 2020 to June 2021.
‘Editions de l'Emmanuel’ (a French publishing house) has just published a collection
of these texts. It would perhaps be a bit of
an exaggeration to present them as "a
complete guide" as the subtitle suggests.
But there is no doubt that we find all the
main aspects of prayer, so necessary these
days, gathered in these 38 catechesis.
Prayer is like a meeting between man and God, between an I and a
You, that is to say, an encounter (p. 14). This encounter will be very
specific and can be lived as a "struggle" with God (37), with "obstinacy"
to knock on the door of God's heart (10), or a certain tenacity not so
much to convince God to help us, but above all to nourish in us the
desire to wait (80).
Each reader will be able to go through all these instructions progressively. He will find a great wealth of spiritual teachings, which unfortunately cannot be summarized here. By way of example, I will only
mention "intercessory prayer" (pp. 109-114) and vocal prayer (pp. 175179).
Those who want to pray often seek solitude or silence to better listen
to God's voice. In fact, we need a certain contemplative stance, but, the
Pope tells us, we need to keep "the door of the heart open" so as not to
leave the world "behind us", this world that is so much in need of
prayer. Our prayer must remain very concrete without running away
from the reality that surrounds us. Thus we pray for those who no
longer pray or who have lost their way. We can then become the heart
and voice of those who do not know how to pray. We will pray in tune
with the heart of God, a merciful heart. Let us beware of this spirit of
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indifference which is a hindrance or an obstacle to all true prayer. We
must become a chain of intercessors. And the Pope concludes: "The
Church, in all her members, has the mission to practice intercessory
prayer" (p. 113).
A few chapters later, the Pope draws our attention to vocal prayer.
We must not reject it because the first human prayer is always, he tells
us, a vocal recitation: "The lips are the first to move" (p. 176). And to
his disciples who ask him, "Teach us to pray", Jesus answers them with
a vocal prayer: The Our Father. If the prayer of the heart seems difficult
for us, it is because it remains "mysterious, beyond our control"; the
prayer of the lips always remains at our disposal as an indispensable
part of the Christian life. If we are unfaithful to the duty of praying,
"We can always remain faithful to vocal prayer" (p. 178). And the Pope
ends with a solemn warning: "Do not fall into the pride of despising
vocal prayer" (p. 178).
May these few lines help you anticipate the value of this book and
encourage you to read it to enrich your prayer life. You will not regret
it. The book does not include a conclusion since it is only a succession
of catechesis. But you will appreciate some of the formulas that can
only challenge us. Thus you can read again:
"There are no days more wonderful than the ones we are living"
(p.140);
"Evil is the master of the penultimate day. Evil is never the lord of
the last day: God is the master, the Lord of the last day" (p. 208).
And we can make our own these last words:
"Let us learn to wait humbly and patiently for the grace of the Lord,
to wait for the last day" (p. 208).

Gilles Mathorel
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Ghislain De Jaeger
1925 - 2021
in his brother Joseph's footsteps,
he entered the White Fathers in
Boechout.
After completing his novitiate
in Varsenare, he studied theology
in Heverlee for four years. On July
22, 1950, he took his perpetual
oath and was ordained a priest on
March 24, 1951. Ghislain was
known to be conscientious, generous, kind-hearted, without double
standard and helpful; always 'among
the perpetual volunteers'; well-balanced and intellectually gifted; discreet and unpretentious, a bit shy.
In 1955, he obtained a degree in
pedagogical sciences in Louvain
hislain was born on and in orientation of general and
April 3, 1925, in Beer- professional studies.
nem, West Flanders, in
Belgium. The family moved back His mission as an
to Bruges shortly afterwards, and educationist in the DRC
there, his father became a renowned
He flew with Sabena on Sepophthalmologist. Ghislain did all
tember
4, 1955, via Kinshasa (Leohis schooling both primary and
poldville)
to Baudouinville. After
secondary at St. Louis College in
Bruges. In 1944, the Germans in- a few months in Lubuye (Kalemie),
vaded the school during his last Ghislain was appointed to the minor
year and the students had to take seminary of Lusaka. He continued
their exams individually. Ghislain with the same work in Kirungu in
wanted to be a doctor, but another 1963 before becoming spiritual diVoice won : in September, following rector of the minor seminarians at
the Jesuit College in Bukavu.

G
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He covered many kilometers
during vacations visiting the families
of his seminarians, by motorcycle
or on foot, over hills and valleys!
The unrest in Bukavu
(Schramme) caused him to extend
his leave in Belgium in 1967, and
he took the opportunity to have
treatment on his spine. On his
return, he taught for a few months
at the minor seminary of Kirungu.
Ghislain was chaplain from 1968
to 1974, still in Kirungu, at the
teachers’ training college of the
Brothers of Oostakker. Congo was
going through a deep crisis at the
time: "We feel more and more that
we are too many here; the propaganda accuses us of being foreigners, with no relationship with
the people; we are accused of
having deceived the population.
Many teachers see this as liberation
from an iron regime." (Letter of
April 1975) From this same period,
mention should be made of two
writings by Ghislain: "Récits et
proverbes, annotés et expliqués aux
élèves du petit séminaire". It was
in Kirungu that he ended his long
career as a teacher (20 years).

Kongolo-Sola, where Jean-Pierre
Bossuyt was parish priest, in October 1976. He was entrusted with
the outstations, visiting one or two
of them every Sunday and setting
up a school for catechists, who
would come with their wives and
children. Eventually, they would
come from all over the Diocese.
The Franciscan Sisters of Sola
came from Manage in Belgium.
In 1977, Ghislain was appointed
parish priest, and he remained so
until 1986. He shared meals with
his parishioners at the outstation
and took part in manual work when
necessary. He wanted to live like
his flock. He wrote: "It is a great
problem for us: to adopt the way
of life of the Africans, to feel things
as they do, and to put ourselves in
their shoes.”

In 1986, he was appointed to
Kabalo, along the Congo River.
The outstations stretched over some
120 km, the roads were in very
poor condition. The region was
rather poor because the soil was
sandy, with Cassava disease taking
its toll. He noted: "The region is
of no interest to traders. Missionaries are practically the only ones
Then in the parish
who venture into the hinterland."
After working as a curate in Ki- He added: "Basically, the missionary
rungu, Ghislain was appointed to should know how to do everything,
be an agronomist, a mechanic and
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a bridge builder." He travelled by
motorcycle, making his way along
the bush paths, where the grass
was more than two meters high in
the rainy season.
He returned to Kirungu as parish
priest in September 1991. The
parish had ten outstations along
Lake Tanganyika. "The most difficult of the posts I have lived in,
difficulties with the population."
There were different sessions at
the parish, for example, the first
Sunday of the month for catechists,
the second for youth leaders, and
so on, and each time from 7:30

a.m. to 5 p.m. Participants brought
their food. The "witch doctors"
caused a lot of problems. According
to tradition, every illness is caused
by someone, and only the sorcerer
can identify the culprit. Many innocent people were being executed.
"The mission intervened: in vain.
The bishop published letters: in
vain."
After his return from leave in
1996, Ghislain was sent to Liapenda, where he had little work
and no responsibility; he spent only
a few months there. "My stay in
Liapenda gave me time to reflect

Church of Our Lady of Africa in Katoyi, Goma.
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on myself, my life, my feelings,
my reading, my occupations, and
my future," until the day when
Kabila's troops passed through the
region and the Congolese officers
fled. Ghislain recalled that the soldiers only had a rifle and five
bullets each. The fathers hid what
they could and were evacuated
from Pepa by plane to Lubumbashi
on February 12, 1997. The regional
sent Ghislain to Belgium to take
some rest. On his return in June
1997, Ghislaín was appointed to
Katoy (Goma), his last station in
Africa.

selare, had hidden a rebellious
priest, who had refused to make
the promise. But the priest was
discovered by the French Republicans. Before being executed, he
said to my ancestors who had
hidden him: "God will reward you:
God will call one of your children
to the priesthood within four generations." I am the priest of the
fourth generation." And Jesus never
let go of Ghislain's hand!

On September 13, 2021, he
passed away peacefully at St. John's
Hospital in Bruges, where he was
taken the week before. The farewell
liturgy was held on September 20
Return to Belgium
in Varsenare, followed by the burial
Ghislain returned to Belgium in our cemetery.
for good in May 2001, just in time
to celebrate his golden jubilee.
However, it was not to rest because,
Jef Vleugels
after a few months of leave, he accepted the chaplaincy of the Saint
Joseph's Home in Evere until July
15, 2005, when he finally retired
to the castle of Varsenare. He remained a quiet, cheerful confrere,
always ready to help. He kept meditating on God's visible signs in his
life. When he celebrated sixty years
of priestly life in 2011, he recounted
that his vocation dated back to
1795, when French Republican
troops occupied their regions. "One
of my ancestors, a farmer in Knes622
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Edouard Duclos
1924 - 2021
tholic school. At a very young age
Edouard expressed his desire to
become a missionary of Africa and
nurtured his vocation by reading
the magazine "Père Blanc". In the
meantime, his parents were transferred to Rennes, where he
completed his secondary studies.
From Rennes, in 1942 (as the German navy occupied Kerlois), he
embarked for Thibar, Tunisia, to
begin his formation as a White Father,

Edouard Duclos was his father's
third and last child, a former Newfoundland sailor. During the war
he commanded a ship that guarded
the French-Spanish border. He left
the navy in 1918 to marry Madeleine Morin and became a counter
clerk at the Laval train station,
while his mother worked at the tax
office.
It was there that little Edouard
was born on January 8, 1924. The
family was very religious, and all
his life he remained deeply marked
by his parents' strong life of faith.
They enrolled him in the city's Ca-

In November 1942, American
troops landed in North Africa. By
November 1943, Edouard was
mobilized and assigned as a radio
operator to the 5th Armoured Division under General de Lattre de
Tassigny.
In September 1944, the regiment
landed in Saint-Raphaël, went up
along the Rhone valley to the
Vosges and Alsace, before penetrating Germany and then stopped
on the shores of Lake Constance
at the time of the armistice. He
was then a marshal and received
the Croix de Guerre. After a short
leave with his family, he went back
to Thibar to finish his philosophy;
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there he discovered that 27 schol- with young people who appreciated
astics from Thibar had died in com- his teaching. Despite his shyness,
he found his place in the commubat.
nity. He spent four happy years
The war took its toll: Edouard before leaving for the minor semsuffered from pulmonary disease. inary of Nasso (in the diocese of
He was sent to study theology, first Bobo-Dioulasso), where he assumed
at Bonnelles, then at Marienthal responsibility for the sixth grade.
(Luxembourg), where he lived with He did well there and began to
the students of the Belgian province have some ministry in the surduring 1947-48. He then moved to rounding villages. He felt the need
Maison-Carrée to do his novitiate to be more deeply involved and
with over thirty novices, of which asked to be appointed to a parish.
the future Cardinal Zoungrana was
In 1963 he began a new career
one. He returned to Thibar to comthat would see him spend some
plete his theology studies.
thirty years in the parishes of NyanHis formators appreciated his goloko (three times), Banfora
good training, judgment, sensitivity, (twice), and Bobo-Dioulasso. He
and piety, and they sensed that was almost 40 years old when he
such a happy and conscientious started learning the Kirma language
character would make an "excellent of the Gouin country.
missionary". Thus, he was admitted
The ex-teacher began learning
to pronounce his missionary oath
on October 1, 1950, and ordained from the people and discovered the
to the priesthood on March 24, language and the culture. He es1951, in Thibar, along with 57 pecially appreciated the reception
that he received, and he would keep
other young scholastics.
the "memories of these beautiful
years" all his life. In those days,
Teacher, then parish
under the impetus of Bishop Anselm
priest in Burkina
Sanon, a new pastoral ministry was
His first appointment was as a put in place with the Basic Christian
teacher at the minor seminary of Communities at its centre. Edouard
Altkirch, in Alsace. It is there that took care of the parish youth, orhe acquired his teaching skills, thus ganized a football team, initiated a
preparing himself for a lifelong library, and collaborated with the
service to youth. He was at ease Diocesan Commission for Catechesis.
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In 1981 he took a sabbatical
year at the Catholic Institute in
Paris and participated in the Jerusalem session. On his return to
Nyangoloko, he became involved
in the charismatic renewal and at
the request of his bishop collaborated with the Christians to inculturate the liturgy.
He spent the last six years of
his pastoral ministry at Saint-Vincent de Paul parish in Bobo-Dioulasso, where he was not as comfortable as he had been in a rural
setting. But that did not prevent
him from being very popular. Father
Anselme Tarpaga still remembers
"the friend of the poor" riding
through the neighbourhoods on his
Yamaha motorcycle wearing one
of his coloured local shirts, and
his cross around his neck to visit
families and Christian communities,
or animating youth groups. He was
able to challenge them both at the
human and spiritual level. After
35 years in the service of the diocesan parishes, Edouard sought
to turn the page.

Other apostolates
In 1992, Father Chaix, the regional superior, asked him to commit himself to vocational animation
with Father René Salmon. After a

century of presence in Africa and
the founding of local churches that
were now well established, the
White Fathers began to welcome
vocations into their congregation.
The two animators accompanied
young aspirants throughout the
country for two years.
Since Maison Lavigerie (the
first phase) required that candidates
complete their school leaving certificate (baccalaureate), it became
necessary to open a centre where
high school students could seriously
prepare for their baccalaureate in
Ouagadougou. Thus was born the
Pelican Centre where young people
could consult the books they needed,
benefit from a study-friendly environment, and meet the fathers.
Initially situated in Bishop Tapsoba's courtyard, the Pelican moved
to the city centre in 1996. Edouard
remained there for fifteen years
and was always available. Under
his direction, the Pelican grew considerably with more than 800 young
people, boys and girls, Christians
and Muslims, from more than 40
different schools. He was assisted
by a team of animators with whom
he set up new programmes for the
young people: tutoring, various
courses, computer science. He was
always welcoming and available
to listen and accompany any young
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blindness that prevented him from
reading; this good and able listener
wanted to be present to everyone
and visited his confreres, seeking
to deepen relationships. A colleague
summed up his presence by saying:
That was how his last fifteen "Edouard was a smile, peace, joy,
years in Burkina Faso passed by even kindness".
so quickly, too quickly. Edouard
Edouard passed away peacefully
crowned his Burkinabe years in
2006 with a pilgrimage by bus to in his sleep on September 1, 2021,
his first parishes in the east of the at the age of 97, with seventy of
country and a celebration in Oua- those passed in the Society of
Missionaries of Africa. The funeral
gadougou.
was celebrated on September 6 at
Saint-François-Xavier Parish. Father
In France
Bernard Lefebvre evoked his life
Upon his arrival in France at by commenting on St. Paul's ‘hymn
the age of 82, he undertook a tour to love’ in the letter to the Corinof his family to whom he had re- thians and by pointing out that this
mained always close. Then he was the legacy and example left
joined the community of Billère, by our dear Father Edouard Duwhere he met many confreres he clos.
had known at different stages of
his life, which made it easier for
him to adapt. He soon became an
François Richard
important part of the community,
actively animating the community
and assisting the superior when
necessary. He also committed himself to work outside the community
with Cancer-Espérance, or with a
group for adult catechesis; he was
always available for various services
in the parish.

person. He was often asked to help
celebrate liturgies or lead retreats.
Edouard was happy in all that he
did, and above all, he knew how
to make others happy!

He was affected by growing
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Jean MORIAUD
1936 - 2021

J

ean was born on February
10, 1936 in Ruissel, a hamlet
in the commune of Theizé,
in the Beaujolais region, north of
Lyon. His parents, Joseph and Clarisse, were winegrowers who had
three children. After the war, Jean
was sent to boarding school in Amplepuis. It was there that he began
to think about a priestly vocation
in his Diocese of Lyon.

the 4th grade, and then continued
to seminary for late vocations in
Chessy-les-Mines, where he
completed his secondary studies.
He would later recount how one
evening, after having worked on a
Latin translation, the Lord touched
him and made him aware that the
poorest people were in Africa and
that he should become a missionary. After listening to several missionary vocation promoters, he
chose to join the White Fathers.
Having joined the Major Seminary
of Francheville, in Lyon, it was
from there that in 1957 he asked to
be admitted to the novitiate of the
Missionaries of Africa.
In 1957 Jean began his White
Father formation in Gap. He adapted
easily to this new life. His simplicity,
calm temperament, and sensitivity
made community life easy for him.
He was more of a practical man
than an intellectual. He knew how
to put his various talents at the
service of the community.

Thus it was as "a serious and
He began his secondary studies trustworthy candidate that he left
first at the minor seminary of for the scholasticate in Carthage.
Saint-Jean in Lyon, from the 6th to He did his first year of theology
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before being drafted into the military (Burkina Faso). At the outset, he
service at the naval airbase in Bi- "lived with the Bisa people, learning
the language with difficulty and
zerte.
accepting to be tamed". He learnt
Along with some other schol- how to be a missionary. He was
astics who had been called up, he happy and committed himself, eswas present there during the serious pecially to the youth. He would
franco-tunisian crisis of 1961. The soon have to learn Mooré as well.
Superiors considered that it would Within twenty years, he navigated
be imprudent to re-appoint these between several parishes: Zabre,
ex-French soldiers to Carthage, so Goungen, Zorgo and Bittou, and
they were invited to continue their he needed both languages, even
formation in Great Britain or in though he had trouble mastering
Belgium.
them. Despite this difficulty, his
Thus, Jean arrived in Heverlee calmness, kindness, and attention
in October 1961. Despite his re- to everyone made him loved by
luctance and lack of facility for in- the people. He sometimes took intellectual work, he returned cou- itiatives rather quickly, requiring
rageously to his studies and adapted his confreres to fill in for him. His
quickly to his new community. He prayer life was regular, and he took
exhibited fine human qualities and full advantage of the retreat in Jedeep supernatural convictions. If rusalem in 1981.
anything, his eyesight was very
In 1983, Jean decided to leave
poor. However, he showed dedi- Burkina Faso for Chad, where he
cation in the various services of was to lend a hand to the confreres
the scholasticate, especially in the called by the Bishop of Mondou
infirmary. He took his missionary to take charge of the training of
oath on June 28, 1963, and was catechists. Jean worked successively
ordained a priest in the primatial in Ndoguindi and Doïti. The situchurch of Saint John the Baptist in ation was completely different from
Lyon on June 27, 1964.
what he had known in Burkina.
He had to adapt to a new population,
a new language, a new church, a
new climate. Besides, the country
was at war and therefore wholly
His first appointment was to
disorganized.
Zabré, in the Diocese of Koupela

Mission in Burkina,
then in Chad
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Jean set to work with his usual
zeal. He focused mainly on the
youth, reviving the schools and
youth movements. He also brought
together Christian families and gave
courses at the Centre for the Formation of Community Animators. He
was involved with the basic Christian communities. He was often
seen working on various projects
because he was concerned with
helping people find solutions to
their problems and establishing relationships between them so that
they could progress together in
their daily and Christian lives. He
initiated, for example, a project to
collect water from a spring by
building a purification basin and a
canal to bring clean water to the
villagers.

Mission in France
As years went by, Jean asked to
take a sabbatical in his home province in 1996. As his eyesight worsened, he feared he would go blind
and took the decision not to return
to Chad. Jean would therefore spend
the rest of his life in France. He
returned home with many happy
memories that he would later publish in a book filled with various
anecdotes where he saw the hand
of God in action. "Truly He was
there - A Rereading of My Life

with God" (Cf. Petit Echo 2018, p.
103). Throughout his missionary
life he contributed to The Petit
Echo through a good number of
articles, never talking about theory
but giving real-life examples of a
missionary presence among the
people.
His first appointment was to
Sainte-Foy-lès-Lyon, where he was
given the mission to collaborate
with the diocesan missionary cooperation team, albeit without limiting himself to it, while retaining
the freedom to engage in more exclusively White Father activities:
AAPB, sales-exhibitions, vocation
animation, missionary weeks, contacts with the dioceses, with the
religious communities, with schools
and universities, with groups of
cooperants, with migrants...
His scope of activities was vast:
he covered the apostolic regions
of the Center-East and ProvenceMediterranean, that is to say, a
good dozen dioceses! Jean devoted
himself totally to this mission with
his usual zeal. His knowledge of
the region, his ability to relate to
others and his natural enthusiasm
worked wonders. However, it was
with sorrow that the people of Lyon
saw him leave them in 2001 for a
new appointment.
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Jean was then appointed bursar
of the large community of Mours.
He accepted this assignment reluctantly: " For me to accept was
like a death, but in obedience, I
moved forward and said yes in
confidence", he wrote to the provincial. Shortly afterwards, he wrote:
"Mours is wonderful. The confreres
are nice, a lot of work... I sleep, it
is my medicine... God gives me
peace and joy and does not let me
down". That was truly him: Here
we recognize our Jean! Fully devoted and given to the service of
others, wherever he was and in all
circumstances. But the load proved
to be heavy, and he had to be given
a more suitable responsibility.
What he had done so well in
Lyon, he was asked to do in Toulouse, where he arrived in July
2002. On the one hand, he was
asked to be the spiritual guide of
the regional team of missionary
cooperation of the Midi-Pyrénées
region; on the other hand, to participate in the missionary and vocational animation carried out by the
community.
He brought to the task his experience and rich personality, but
in a new region that he had to discover. He launched out and made
contact. He composed and made
posters to illustrate his animation

work. The Missionary Pavilion of
Lourdes asked him to make some
for the permanent exhibition intended for the numerous pilgrims.
But after two years, Jean had not
really succeeded in finding his
place in the missionary cooperation
network of the region. He was not
really fulfilled: his heart remained
in Lyon and its region.
And so, in 2005, he returned to
the capital of the Gauls. But he
was approaching 70 years of age
and was given a less demanding
task. Cardinal Barbarin asked him
to take on the chaplaincy of the
Maison Saint-Joseph while participating in the activities of the diocesan missionary cooperation
team. He also remained the coordinator of the missionary animation
of our Society at the European
level.
Although still attached to the
community of Sainte-Foy, he lived
in Francheville, at the Maison SaintJoseph, which is a centre for various
meetings, sessions, retreats. The
chaplain is responsible for the liturgy and has a pastoral function
with the different groups or persons
who visit there. Jean found his
place there, and he flourished. His
availability, joviality, and sense of
welcome made him liked by all
who visited. Jean was very happy;
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however, the ‘Maison Saint-Joseph’ remain in Billère. He began to
was closed in 2007 for major reno- complain of pain in 2020 and underwent multiple examinations and
vations.
treatments from which he suffered
A new page was about to open, a lot and lost a lot of weight.
one that saw Jean return to his Despite everything, he showed a
native Beaujolais, to the parish of lot of courage; he died on July 30,
Sainte-Marie des Vignes, as curate 2021.
to a Rwandan priest, while keeping
Jean was buried on August 3.
contact with his community in
Sainte-Foy. It is thus close to his His funeral, held in the parish
roots that Jean spent four years in church of Saint-Francois-Xavier,
pastoral ministry in an environment was attended by confreres, family
that he knew well and was com- members and many friends, the
‘Hospitaliers of Lourdes’. Father
fortable with.
Bernard Lefebvre presided over
the ceremony, and the sermon was
Final step
given by Father Joël Tapsoba, a
Jean was well aware of his age, Fidei Donum priest in the Diocese
and he did not want to arrive at the of Lyon, who had known Jean well
home of elderly confreres blind. when he was a seminarian in
After another short stay in Mours, Koupela in 1966. Having asked to
he was appointed to Billère. That be cremated, the urn was placed in
was to be the last stage of his pil- the family vault.
grimage. He quickly found his
place in a community where he
knew most of the confreres. With
François Richard
generosity, he rendered many services in the house and outside. He
accompanied, for example, the
group of ‘hospitaliers’ of Lourdes
with whom he quickly felt at ease
and who welcomed him as one of
their own. In 2018, he expressed a
desire to return to Mours, but his
health began to fail, and it was
deemed more suitable for him to
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Missionaries of Africa
Father Franz Früh of the Diocese of Freiburg/B, Germany, who
died in Trier, Germany, on the 1st of December 2021, at the age of 102,
which 68 years of missionary life in Italy and Germany
Father René Dionne of the Diocese of Joliet III, United States, who
died in Madrid, Spain, on the 07 of December 2021, at the age of 87,
which 61 years of missionary life in the United States, Italy, Ireland and
Spain

Soeurs Missionnaires de Notre Dame d’Afrique
Sister Maria Magdalena (Sr. Giselberta). She died in Trier, Germany, on the 11th of November 2021, at the aged of 85 years, of which
64 years of missionary religious life in Algeria and Germany.
Sister Hildegunde Schmidt (Sr. Palmatia). She died in Cologne,
Germany, on the 24th of November 2021, at the age of 82 years, of
which 59 years of missionary religious life.
Sr. Maria Haller (Magdalena vom Kreuz). She died in Kˆln-Ehrenfeld, Germany, on the 30th of November 2021, at the age of 91 years,
of which 67 years of missionary religious life in Algeria, Italy and Germany.
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